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Name: 

The root tract means to pullto pull.

The prefix ex- means out of; fromout of; from.

Circle the part of speech of the  
underlined word, then give a definition.

How do they extract the oil from the  
plant?

 verb  noun adverb

_____________________________________

_____________________________________
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Complete the sentences using the correct comparative or superlative 
form of the adjectives.

The  ___________________________  products often cost more.

Are there any options  ___________________________  than this?

(effective)

(cheap)

first  in the end

finally  after that

next  in addition

further  to begin with

Draw lines to match the pairs of 
transitional words or phrases that 
have similar meanings.

Add commas to make the sentence correct.

Denzel’s  hand  cream  listed  ingredients  such  as  water  beeswax  

fragrance  and  honeysuckle  extract.

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

This loshion helps you’re skin retain moischure, and it smell good to!

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

5 errors
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Circle the two words where adding suffixes changed one 
letter into another letter. Underline the word where adding 
a suffix removed a letter entirely.

Circle the comma used to create 
the compound sentence.

Check the box that matches the saying 
below. Then tell what the saying means 
in your own words.

Many hands make light work.

________________________________________

________________________________________

Since  the  teachers  were  horrified  by  the  messiness   

in  their  classrooms,  they’re  having  the  students  

spend  part  of  the  afternoon  cleaning.

You have to use  ________  right kind  
of cleaner for wood.

Is there  ________  extra garbage can?

Raylan had tons of pencils,  

erasers, and wrappers in his  

desk, so Mrs. Daiti told him to 

empty, clean, and organize it.

Name: 
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 a an the

Fill in the blanks with the correct article 
from the box.

Idioms are common sayings using 
words that mean something other 
than their literal meanings.

Adages are old, short sayings that tell 
a truth or idea most people agree on.

Progressive tense verbs end in -ing and use the  
helping verb be. They describe ongoing actions  
in the past, present, or future.

Complete the sentences using the 
present progressive tense of the verb.

  Example: They are sweeping the floor.

I  __________________  books back on the shelves  

while Maggie  __________________  down tables.

(put)

(wipe)
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Circle the two words in the sentence that work as 
antonyms. Then write them on the lines below.

Name: 

1 0 0 2 0 0

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Zainab  likes  native  bears  like  grizzlies,  but  she  

finds  foreign  kinds  like  pandas  more  interesting.

Circle the eight letters that should be  
capitalized. Underline the title of the 
book.

my  friend,  terrence,  bought  me  a  

book  about  pandas  called  what’s  

black,  white,  and  loved  all  over?

All the pandas are staying indoors  _________________  
it’s too rainy outside.

Emmit won’t be happy  ________________  they come 
out before we leave.

 because  although  unless

Fill in the blanks with the subordinating conjunction 
from the box that best completes each sentence.
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Check the box next to the sentence that uses a simile.  
Then tell what the simile means in your own words.

 Newborn pandas are like pink, squirmy jellybeans.

 Adult pandas are living mountains compared to the babies.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Underline the words that have the same vowel sound you 
hear in loop. Circle the one that is misspelled.

The  zoo  pandas  prefer  snacking  on  bamboo,  but  we  

brought  juce  and  cashews  for  our  snack.



Based on context, what 
does terrestrial mean?

 a. related to Earth

 b. ocean-like

 c. warm and rainy
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Rewrite the sentence correctly.

The first astronot who walking on the moon were neil armstrong.

       ________________________________________________________________

                   ________________________________________________________________

Although we’ve yet to find 
a planet that matches our 
terrestrial conditions, it’s 
possible that life still exists in 
other conditions.

Torin  looked  at  the  chart  and  asked,  do  you  have  one  that  shows  

the  planets’  sizes  to  scale ?

Add quotation marks in the correct places. Circle the letter that needs to be capitalized.

Name: 

A preposition is a word that shows a relationship between a 
noun (or pronoun) and some other word in the sentence. The 
relationship is often about time or location.

A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with a 
preposition and ends with the object of the preposition. The 
object of the preposition is the noun (or pronoun) that follows 
the preposition.

Circle the preposition in the sentence. Underline the  
prepositional phrase.

The  asteroid  belt  runs  between  the  fourth  and  fifth  planets.
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Complete the sentence using the plural forms of the indicated nouns.

Not all  __________________________  need  __________________________  , but  

__________________________  with fancier  __________________________  often do.

5 errors

telescope

model

battery

feature

prepositional phrase
  Example: Chaya saw a meteor through her telescope.

preposition object of preposition
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Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun.

1. Please  decrease  your  speed!

 noun  verb  adjective

2. The  decrease  in  speed  was  minimal.

 noun  verb  adjective

It was a humid August day, but not the kind of humid where shirts got sticky just by standing 
around outside.

It was hot, but a steady breeze kept it from becoming uncomfortable.
It was sunny too, but not the kind of sunny that stung one’s eyes.
Most importantly, the weather forecast didn’t call for rain all week. That was good. Slick 

roads could be dangerous for driving.
Seeing all of this put a grin on Allesandro’s face. This is itThis is it, he thought. It’s a fabulous day for It’s a fabulous day for 

a racea race.

Who is the narrator?  

______________________________

What can you infer the plot will be about?  

______________________________

Which element of storytelling does the passage focus most closely on?

Name: 

Circle the homographs. Then circle their 
part of speech in each sentence.

The car  _____________  he’ll be driving was built for speed.
Is  ______  Lane going to be the 
judge?

dan-ger-ous

dange-r-ous

dang-erous

 who  that  whose
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Complete the sentence using the 
correct abbreviation for mister.

Circle the word that is correctly divided 
into syllables.

dangerous

plot  setting  character  conflict



Not all  _______________  

need  _______________  , but  

_______________  with fancier  

_______________  often do.
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Circle the part of speech of 
the underlined word, then 
give a definition.

How do they extract the oil 
from the plant?

 verb  noun adverb

_____________________________

Complete the sentences using 
the correct comparative or 
superlative form of the  
adjectives.

The  ______________________  
products often cost more.

Are there any options  
__________  than this?

first  in the end

finally  after that

next  in addition

further  to begin with

Draw lines to match the pairs 
of transitional words or phrases 
that have similar meanings.

Add commas to make the 
sentence correct.

Denzel’s  hand  cream  listed  

ingredients  such  as  water,  
beeswax,  fragrance,  and  

honeysuckle  extract.

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

5 errors

This loshion helps you’re skin 
retain moischure, and it smell 
good to!

____________________________

The lotion helps your skin 
retain moisture, and it smells 
good too!

to pull out of; to pull from

most effective

cheaper

Circle the two words where 
adding suffixes changed one 
letter into another letter. Under-
line the word where adding a 
suffix removed a letter entirely.

Circle the comma used to 
create the compound  
sentence.

Many hands make light work.

_____________________________

Since  the  teachers  were  
horrified  by  the  messiness   
in  their  classrooms,  they’re  
having  the  students  spend  
part  of  the  afternoon  
cleaning.

You have to use  ________  
right kind of cleaner for wood.

Is there  ________  extra  
garbage can?

Raylan had tons of pencils,  

erasers, and wrappers in his  

desk, so Mrs. Daiti told him to 

empty, clean, and organize it.

 a an the

Fill in the blanks with the correct 
article from the box. Idioms are common 

sayings using words that 
mean something other 
than their literal meanings.

Adages are old, short say-
ings that tell a truth or idea 
most people agree on.

Complete the sentences using 
the present progressive tense 
of the verb.

I  __________________  books 

back on the shelves while 

Maggie  __________________  

down tables.

the

an

am putting

is wiping

Work is easier with many  
people helping.

Circle the two words in the 
sentence that work as  
antonyms. Then write them  
on the lines below.

___________________

___________________

Zainab  likes  native  bears  like  
grizzlies,  but  she  finds  foreign  
kinds  like  pandas  more   
interesting.

Circle the eight letters that 
should be capitalized.  
Underline the title of the book.

my  friend,  terrence,  bought  

me  a  book  about  pandas  

called  what’s  black,  white,  

and  loved  all  over?

All the pandas are staying 
indoors  _________________   
it’s too rainy outside.

Emmit won’t be happy  
________________  they come 
out before we leave.

Fill in the blanks with the  
subordinating conjunction from 
the box that best completes 
each sentence.

  Newborn pandas are like 
pink, squirmy jellybeans.

  Adult pandas are living 
mountains compared to 
the babies.

_____________________________

Underline the words that have 
the same vowel sound you 
hear in loop. Circle the one 
that is misspelled.

The  zoo  pandas  prefer  

snacking  on  bamboo,  but  

we  brought  juce  and   

cashews  for  our  snack.native
foreign

because

unless

Answers may vary but should 
suggest newborn pandas 
are tiny.

telescopes

batteries

models

features

Based on context, what does 
terrestrial mean?

 a. related to Earth

 b. ocean-like

 c. warm and rainy

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

The first astronot who walking 
on the moon were neil  
armstrong.

______________________________

Although we’ve yet to find 
a planet that matches our 
terrestrial conditions, it’s 
possible that life still exists in 
other conditions.

Torin  looked  at the  chart  

and  asked,  “do  you  have  

one  that  shows  the  planets’  

sizes  to  scale ?”

Add quotation marks in 
the correct places. Circle 
the letter that needs to be 
capitalized.

Circle the preposition in the 
sentence. Underline the  
prepositional phrase.

The  asteroid  belt  runs   
between  the  fourth  and  fifth  
planets.

Complete the sentence using 
the plural forms of the  
indicated nouns.

5 errors

The first astronaut who 
walked on the moon was 
Neil Armstrong.

Complete the sentence with 
the correct relative pronoun.

1.  Please  decrease  your  
speed!

 noun  verb  adjective

2.  The  decrease  in  speed  
was  minimal.

 noun  verb  adjective

Who is the narrator?  

_____________________________

What can you infer the plot 
will be about?  

_____________________________

Which element of storytelling 
does the passage focus most 
closely on?

Circle the homographs. Then 
circle their part of speech in 
each sentence.

The car  _____________  he’ll 
be driving was built for speed.

Is  ______  Lane going to be 
the judge? dan-ger-ous

dange-r-ous

dang-erous

 who  that  whose

Complete the sentence using 
the correct abbreviation for 
mister.

Circle the word that is correctly 
divided into syllables.

dangerous
plot  setting  character  conflictMr.

that

Alessandro

a race


